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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT IN NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT – LESSONS 
LEARNED FROM THE AWARD-WINNING VICTORIA RABBIT ACTION NETWORK 

AND AN INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIP  
 
Presenters: Michael Reid works for Agriculture Victoria as a program 
manager, leading a $4.3 m initiative working with a wide range of 
communities to manage invasive species. Michael is passionate about 
engagement and the integration of socio-political and ecological 

systems. 

 
Dr. Ted Alter is professor of agricultural, environmental, and regional 
economics at Penn State University, where he is also co-director of Penn 
State’s Center for Economic and Community Development. In addition, he is an adjunct research fellow in 
the Australian Center for Agriculture and Law at Australia’s University of New England and served 2012–
2017 as one of the lead researchers for the Invasive Animal Cooperative Research Centre in Australia.   

This webinar will explore the underlying principles, community engagement strategies and framing 
of the innovative Victoria Rabbit Action Network program (VRAN).  The program was developed as a 
community-based, collaborative response to Australia’s most destructive invasive species – the 
European rabbit. This program was also the recipient of the 2019 United Nations Public Service Award 
for delivering inclusive and equitable services and its contribution to UN Sustainable Development Goal 
15 – Life on the Land.   The webinar will also highlight lessons learned from the collaborative research 
and capacity-building partnership between Penn State, Australia’s Invasive Animals Cooperative 
Research Centre and University of New England 
 
 

DATE: SEPTEMBER 18, 2019 04:00 PM EASTERN TIME (US AND CANADA) 
WEBINAR IS FREE BUT REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED AT:  
https://psu.zoom.us/webinar/register/303526a0162197aa7510d14dfea9e911 
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining 
the webinar. 

Please Join Us!  
This webinar is the fourth in the Water for Ag Engagement Webinar series intended to 
encourage sharing of scholarship and practitioners’ experience with community-based 
stakeholder engagement in natural resources.  

 

The Water for Agriculture project brings together, researchers, technical experts, Extension 
professionals and communities to foster community-led solutions to the water and agriculture 
issues most important to them. 

 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: WALT WHITMER, WEW2@PSU.EDU 
HTTP://WATER4AG.PSU.EDU/ 

This work is supported by the Agriculture and Food Research 
Initiative (AFRI) Water for Agriculture grant no. 2017-68007-
26584/project accession no. 1013079 from the USDA 
National Institute of Food and Agriculture. 
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